RETURN
TO LEARNING
INSPIRATION FOR THE NOW, NEAR, AND NEXT

WHAT SETS US APART?
OUR DIFFERENTIATORS
At National, we realize furnishings play an important role in bringing comfort, agility, and durability
to learning spaces. Now, more than ever, your focus and efforts are on returning students and faculty
safely and promptly to your school or university. There are plenty of distractions in today’s schools,
and furniture shouldn’t be one of them. Turn to National and experience these key differentiators:

Industry-leading Lead Times
Students and staff alike will be eager to return to their classmates and colleagues.
When projects demand a quick turn-around, choose National for our hard to beat
lead times of 2-3 weeks for standard product.

Quick Delivery Program
The pandemic has resulted in chaos and delays for many organizations. For last
minute needs that require speedy solutions, look to our Quick Delivery program
for a wide variety of products that are available to ship in 48 hours or deliver
within 10 business days.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
In National’s solutions, you’ll not only discover stylish furniture at a surprising value,
you will also find quality that can withstand the nuances of the youthful spirit.

Pricing Includes Freight
No hidden costs here. Our product pricing always includes freight costs so there
are no last minute surprises.

New Social Distancing Product Collection
We recently hit the books to create an offering of new solutions which can integrate
with existing furniture from multiple sources to provide safe distancing for all.

Competitive Discount Agreements Available
A portfolio of Purchasing Vehicles is available for customer use to provide
the benefit of publicly-awarded contracts coupled with competitive pricing.

REDEFINED
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
OUR COLLECTIVE PATH TOWARD THE FUTURE
The way the world is thinking about learning has changed, and we're rolling up our sleeves to redesign the future. We're redefining the places we learn,
both in conventional settings and now more than ever, the home. We will work with you to retrofit your existing products, redesign your spaces, and
reimagine what's next. As changemakers, we have a history of reinventing ourselves. We embrace the unknown and empower the human spirit through
integrity, determination, and an eye toward what lies ahead. Together, we'll craft the now, the near, and the next.
Since the onset of this crisis, we have seen the power of community and a shared vision come together to solve complex problems beyond our
imagination. Collectively, we are faced with overcoming adversity and finding balance in an unknown world. As educational institutions transition back
to in-person learning, we've developed a comprehensive platform of return to learning resources, including a research summary, critical focus checklist,
and a gallery of product solutions to inspire you about what’s ahead. We hope that these tools aid and support administrators, staff, and students alike.
While there is no one-size-fits-all approach, we trust these resources demonstrate our commitment to the future of learning. We share these important
points in the same spirit of cooperation that's inspired us so many times since this pandemic began.

Flexible, Mobile Products
The movement to outfit learning spaces with agile furniture has been growing in
importance; the need is even greater now as institutions balance the requirement
for distancing with the calling to nurture creative, collaborative learners.

CHANGES TO PEDAGOGY
We view this crisis as a catalyst for change. Schools won’t return to the status quo. Everything—from building design
and curriculum to operations and maintenance — may need to adapt to a new normal. (Gensler)
• Although many of these concerns seem logistically difficult, and perhaps even scary, we are an adaptive species. Possibilities abound,
and the opportunities are there to be seized. (Wight & Co)

THERE ARE MULTIPLE CHANGES THAT SCHOOL DISTRICTS WILL
BE WRESTLING WITH THIS SUMMER. SIMULTANEOUSLY, SCHOOLS
MUST BE BOLD IN IMAGINING THE NEXT PHASE OF EDUCATION
IN AN AGE OF UNCERTAINTY. (WIGHT & CO)

RESEARCH SUMMARY
IMPLEMENTING BUILDING-WIDE CLEANING PROTOCOLS
With budgets likely to be squeezed amid the new recession, school systems might not be in a position to hire additional
custodians or pay overtime for their current custodial staff. This means K-12 leaders will have to be creative in establishing
and enforcing new cleaning routines. (Spaces4Learning)
• "When implementing new routines, procedures, and safety measures, remember that your greatest assets are your people,“
said Deanna Marie Lock, School Specialty, Inc. (Spaces4Learning)

REDUCING DENSITY IN THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Rethink how you’ll organize activities that involve large groups of students, such as lunch, recess, physical education, athletics,
or assemblies. Think about forming smaller class sizes or groupings where possible, and encourage students to spread out
as much as the space in your building allows. You might have to repurpose some areas of the school for learning that are
currently being used for other activities. Hold classes outdoors if you can. (Spaces4Learning)
• After years of moving towards engaging and collaborative learning environments, we must manage some of the effects of using these
socially distant triangle teaching space plans. (Moseley Architects)
• Just as some offices are thinking about bringing some people into the office and keeping some people working from home, schools
are considering implementing rolling course attendance and alternating weeks of in-person instruction with remote learning. (Gensler)
• Small groups of students are often kept together for the whole day—social mixing is discouraged—and are sequestered
in a single classroom to avoid congregating in hallways. (Edutopia)

EMOTIONAL WELLNESS OF OCCUPANTS
After most natural disasters, the first step in recovery includes creating a sense of normalcy. While the COVID-19 crisis
is different in many ways than anything we have experienced before, getting students physically back into school
buildings is an important initial step forward. (Wight & Co)
• Social and emotional learning are important for students’ well-being and development in the best of times. During a stressful event like a pandemic,
they’re absolutely critical. Leaders should develop a plan for helping students cope emotionally as well as physically, such as building strategies
for managing stress and anxiety into everyday lessons. (Spaces4Learning)

• The world has more to teach than the classroom and it always will, but the classroom must be the place to teach students how to extract and
absorb the lessons of the world. While the role of delivering knowledge may no longer primarily belong to schools, the opportunity to facilitate
each student’s interaction with his or her forever-evolving environment is paramount. (Ed Market)

LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY
Leveraging what we have learned from our rapid reliance on technology and reflecting on what we have missed socially and
creatively provides a great opportunity to rethink the education process and how it might look moving forward. (Wight & Co)
• In the new normal, spaces designated for gathering and socializing will still serve as critical outlets and assets for enriching campus life.
What will change is finding ways to incorporate virtual communities and cultures into physical environments. (Gensler)
• We will come back from COVID-19 with a much more widely shared understanding that digital tools are complements, not substitutes,
for the intimacy and immediacy of face-to-face learning. (Inside Higher Ed)
• "The use of technology can be complicated for students who do not have internet access at home; some schools are looking at extending
the school day to allow for after-hours access to tutoring, library resources and technology." (Toni Gocke Wyre, Polk Stanley Wilcox)

SOURCES
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Spaces4Learning
CONSIDERATIONS FOR SCHOOLS
Centers for Disease Control (CDC)

• This is the reality of life under the pandemic—and one even the children seem prepared for. Ask any one of them and they are likely to promptly recite
you the rules about hand washing, keeping their distance, not sharing food and not getting too close to each other in the playground. (Apex Benefits)

CONSIDERATIONS FOR COLLEGES + UNIVERSITIES
Centers for Disease Control (CDC)

• Student life has been hit hard by physical distancing, but if this experience has taught us anything, it’s that dependence on community
and face-to-face interaction is a basic human need. (Gensler)

TEACHING AND LEARNING AFTER COVID
Inside Higher Ed

PREPARING
FOR STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
Critical Areas of Focus
Creating institutions of learning which offer comfort and wellbeing to students,
faculty, administrators, communities, and society at large takes thoughtfulness
and preparation across all aspects of the school or university. Consider people,
place, and process to deliver the best outcome.

People
Students and instructors are the linchpin and foundation
of every learning institution. Districts and campuses which
put people’s health, safety, and overall needs front and
center will emerge faster, stronger, and more resilient.

Place
When administrators, faculty, students, parents, and others
re-enter schools and universities, they will undoubtedly expect
it to have changed to ensure heightened safety. However,
they will also desire for it to remain a place of community,
inspiration,and shared purpose.

Process
Institutions which engage with their stakeholders to plan
the future are best positioned to clearly articulate the new
roadmap of streamlined internal processes and procedures.
This engagement can deliver an experience where learners
can thrive, and staff can do their jobs with confidence
and excellence.

A CHECKLIST FOR
HEALTHIER LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
PEOPLE

PLACE

PROCESS

✗ Develop a plan for helping students cope
emotionally as well as physically

✗ Arrange rooms to allow 6′ physical distancing

✗ Develop or update Contingency Plan for possible
future issues; conduct an evaluation of processes
and communication during the recent pandemic

✗ Openly discuss mental health and offer strategies
for managing anxiety and stress

✗ Utilize non-traditional spaces such as corridors,
libraries, or gymnasiums for additional classroom
space

✗ Establish Meditation or Reflection spaces
for students or staff to visit when feeling
overwhelmed

✗ Re-work paths of travel for students and staff to
minimize the number of people that may come into
contact or cross in a transition period

✗ Require temperature checks upon entering
the building

✗ Provide visual aids for distancing such as placing
tape on the floor or removing chairs

✗ Use of masks by students and staff when
outside of primary classroom

✗ Provide deep cleaning of spaces before re-opening.
Once open, thoroughly clean each night, and
disinfect high contact surfaces twice a day

✗ Make options available to high risk students
and faculty such as remote learning/instructing
✗ Recognize that many students will need
substantial review or remediation before being
able to move forward with learning new content
and plan for it
✗ Reduce financial concerns by allowing students
to defer tuition payments for 1-2 years for higher
education and private schools

✗ Consider using screens, mobile furniture, study
carrels, or other solutions to support flexibility and
distancing
✗ Ensure all indoor spaces are well ventilated;
consider a high performance air filtration system
✗ Install a Hygiene Station inside each room to
provide access to hand sanitizer, tissues, trash, etc.
✗ Hold classes outdoors when possible; use the
entire campus to support academic practices
and activities
✗ Establish multiple Health Clinics/Nurse’s Offices
to maintain distancing and establish space for
temporary quarantine areas
✗ Use water bottle re-fill stations vs. drinking
fountains
✗ Install touchless restroom fixtures
✗ Provide Personal Protection Equipment
for students and staff

✗ Stagger daily and/or weekly schedules for classes
and activities (re-work pick-up and drop-off sites
for schools)
✗ Use Blended Learning; a blending of online work
with on-campus work
✗ For schools, serve lunch within the classroom
✗ Rotate teachers from room to room instead
of students
✗ Limit or eliminate the sharing of materials
✗ Develop lesson plans that include healthy practices
for not spreading germs
✗ Ensure students and staff can recognize symptoms
of COVID-19
✗ Individuals displaying symptoms to leave
immediately
✗ Establish stringent policies for admitting visitors
or suppliers
✗ Utilize clear, concise, and friendly visual signage
to help individuals understand what is expected
of them

LEARNING.

Good vibes, inspiration, and comfortable surroundings help ideas flow. Promote learning and collaboration with versatile solutions and the right furniture which
align with our new realities. In today’s environments, learning happens everywhere and anywhere. We learn by interacting, being social, observing, and collaborating.
Provide flexible, mobile learning settings which support safety and wellness and watch learners and teachers alike thrive.

CLASSROOM DISCUSSION

CLASSROOM COLLABORATIVE

Maneuver Tables, WaveWorks Flip/Nest Tables, Maneuver Facilitators Desk, Essay Student Chairs, Essay Task Seating, Cinch Task Seating, Jiminy Nesting Chairs,
Swift Lounge Chairs with Tablet Arm, Whimsy Impromptu Seating, Universal Mobile Marker Board, Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

Maneuver Tables, Universal Tables, Ditto Stacking Chairs, Ditto Stools, Cinch Task Seating, Fringe Modular Lounge with Bistro Table, Weitz Impromptu Stools,
WaveWorks Storage, Universal Mobile Lectern, Universal Mobile Marker Board, Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

ADDED
Edge Mount Screens

ADDED
WaveWorks Mobile Computer Cart, Edge Mount Screens, Set-On Surface Screens

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

LEARNING.
CLASSROOM LECTURE A

CLASSROOM LECTURE B

Fold Flip/Nest Tables, Maneuver Tables, Maneuver Facilitator Desk, Essay Student Chairs, Jiminy Nesting Chairs, Essay Task Seating, Cinch Task Seating,
Whimsy Impromptu Seating, Swift Lounge Chairs with Tablet Arm, Universal Mobile Marker Board, Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

Maneuver Tables, Footings Tables, Cinch Stacking Chairs, Cinch Task Stool, Weitz Impromptu Stools, Universal Mobile Lectern,
WaveWorks Storage, Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

ADDED
Edge Mount Screens, Set-On Surface Screens

ADDED
WaveWorks Mobile Computer Cart, Edge Mount Screens, Set-On Surface Screens

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

LEARNING.
CLASSROOM SMALL GROUPS

CLASSROOM LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION

Maneuver Tables, Maneuver Facilitator Desk, Cinch Stacking Chairs, Cinch Task Seating, WaveWorks Storage, Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

Maneuver Facilitator Desk, Essay Student Chairs, Cinch Task Seating, Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

ADDED
Edge Mount Screen

ADDED
Footings Bar Height Table, Essay Task Stool

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

LEARNING.
CLASSROOM DISCUSSION

STUDY SPACE

Fold Flip/Nest Tables, Maneuver Facilitator Desk, Cinch Stacking Chairs, Cinch Task Stool, Exhibit Wall Rail Solution

Alloy Adjustable Height Benching, Lavoro Task Seating
ADDED
Full Metal Edge Mount Screens, Static Floor Screens

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

LEARNING.
STUDENT CENTER

STUDY SPACE

Fringe Modular Lounge

Delgado Rockers with Toss Pillows, Cohen by Etc. Side Table

ADDED
Fringe Divider Panels, Universal Pull-Up Tables

ADDED
Static Floor Screen

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

GATHERING.

Gathering is all about coming together, laughing, conversing, discovering, and learning about each other in ways that surpass social networking. No matter
how you interact, we can help you create spaces that span the communication spectrum. Solutions that accommodate quick conversations, private in-depth
discussions, and cozy laid back areas, while allowing for appropriate distancing, are all essential in learning spaces. These dynamic spaces provide a location
to socialize and connect or relax and focus.

LEARNING COMMONS

LEARNING COMMONS

Strassa Collaborative Tables, Deker by Etc. Side Chairs, Mabel Lounge Chairs, Collette Lounge, Personal Pull-Up Tables

WaveWorks Tables, Ditto Stacking Chairs, Reno Lounge Chairs, Staccato Occasional Tables

ADDED
Set-On Surface Screens, Static Floor Screens

ADDED
WaveWorks Tables, Set-On Surface Screens, Edge Mount Screens, Static Floor Screens

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

GATHERING.
STUDENT/FACULTY LOUNGE

SMALL MEETING SPACE

Collette Lounge, Marnia Tables, Idara Lounge Chairs

Swift Modular Lounge, Footings Tables, Grin Side Chairs, Whimsy Impromptu Seating

ADDED
Lochlyn Space Dividers

ADDED
Lochlyn Space Dividers, Edge Mount Screens

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

GATHERING.
STUDENT COMMONS

CAFÉ

Tessera Table with Universal Set-On Screen, Collette Lounge, Wixler Table, WaveWorks Storage, Toss Bean Bags

Swift Modular Lounge, Universal Tables, Tag Stacking Chairs

ADDED
Static Floor Screens

ADDED
Static Floor Screens

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

GATHERING.
CAFÉ/STUDENT COMMONS

STUDENT UNION

Fringe Banquette Seating, Footings Tables, Lochlyn Space Dividers

Dora by Etc. Lounge Chairs, Taron by Etc. Nesting Tables, Tessera Table and Bench with Universal Set-On Screen, Deker by Etc. Guest Chairs, Tessera and WaveWorks Storage

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

RECEPTION

STUDENT HOUSING

WaveWorks Multi-Purpose Cabinet (Temp Check Station), Lochlyn Space Dividers, WaveWorks Reception Station with Epicenter Screens

Chet by Etc. Sofa, Cohen by Etc. Side Tables, Toss Bean Bag, Taron by Etc. Nesting Tables, Deker by Etc. Side Chair, Irma by Etc. Barstools

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

ADMINISTRATION.

Fluid spaces that adapt to changing ideas are the hallmark of successful administrative spaces. Encompassing private offices and open workstations, these areas
need to be multi-functional and stylish while providing essential safeguards. In order to fully engage with students and other faculty while maintaining a healthy
environment, faculty and staff need smart design and relevant accommodations for their working environments.

FACULTY WORKSTATIONS

OFFICE

WaveWorks Casegoods with Epicenter, Lavoro Task Seating

Tessera Casegoods and Wall Panel, Lavoro Task Seating

ADDED
Set-On Surface Screens, Epicenter Screens

ADDED
Edge Mount Screens

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

ADMINISTRATION.
FACULTY WORKSTATIONS

FACULTY PREP

Alloy Benching and Storage with Mid-Support Divider Panels and Epicenter Screens, Lavoro Task Seating, WaveWorks Storage, Tellaro Lounge

WaveWorks Adjustable Height Desk, Weitz Impromptu Stool, Lochlyn Space Divider
View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

ISOLATION NOOK

HEALTH SCREENING AREA
Maneuver Facilitators Desk, Static Floor Screens, Vora Task Seating, Deker by Etc. Side Chair

Swift Bench, Waveworks Storage, Cinch Task Seating, Static Floor Screen
View Planning Typical

View Planning Typical

RETURN
TO LEARNING
COMING SOON
Reimagine What's Next
We are devoted to reimagining the future and crafting products for what’s next.
With a focus on wellbeing, social distancing, and enhanced sanitation,
we're actively designing solutions for wellness stations, temperature kiosks,
and workstations for increased hygiene. We are comfortable embracing
the unknown and redefining the future of work.

TOLL FREE 800.482.1717
WEB NATIONALOFFICEFURNITURE.COM

